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ABSTRACT

Robust hand tracking is in increasing demand from areas such
as natural Human Robot/Computer interaction (HRI/HCI)
and surveillance systems, while it is still a great challenge
due to human hand’s drastic appearance change. In recent
years, online learning techniques have shown great potential
in learning appearance of objects and tackling occlusion. This
paper extends an online learning framework called Tracking-
Learning-Detection (TLD) to track human hand. The main
extensions are: 1) original tracker is replaced by a hybrid
multi-cue base tracker combining Median-Flow tracker and
Flock-of-Features (FoF) tracker, 2) skin color cue is integrat-
ed into cascade detector and PN online learning for more effi-
ciency. Extensive experiments show that the new framework
works with more robustness compared with state-of-the-art
hand trackers and also original TLD.

Index Terms— Hand Tracking; FoF; Multi-cue; Skin
Color; Online Learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Bare hands are probably the most natural tools for interactions
for its dexterity and hand tracking has shown great potential in
applications for sign language [1], gesture recognition [2] and
HCI based applications [3]. However robust hand tracking is
difficult because of the fact that human hand is an articulated
object with complicated shape and appearance change, which
makes many excellent methods for tracking rigid objects not
easily applicable and robust.

In the past decades plenty of methods have been devel-
oped to tackle the hand tracking problems. The methods can
generally be grouped into model-based and appearance-based
ones [4, 5, 6]. Model-based methods try to build the mapping
from model configuration space to image feature space, trans-
forming the task into searching in a higher dimensional space.
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Full or partial Degrees-of-Freedom hand model can be built
to track hand articulations with a rather high accuracy [7, 8].
Reviews can be found in [5]. On the other hand, appearance
based methods try to build the mapping from image feature
space to the hand appearance space. Skin color feature is of-
ten chosen for its simplicity [9]. Contour features have been
used in particle filter based methods [10]. Maximally Sta-
ble Extremal Regions (MSER) is a new stable region feature
that has been used for hand tracking [11]. These methods are
robust to appearance change to a certain degree, but cannot
resolve or recover from total occlusion and tracking failures,
where hand detection should take over.

Recently tracking by detection method has become pop-
ular [12]. These systems usually perform one-shot learning
of the detector at the first frame. Surrounding patches are
labeled negative [13]. The detectors are usually classifiers
trained off-line, and the training process is laborious and in-
efficient [14, 15], what’s more the detectors are not adaptive to
the change of non-rigid object. An online learning framework
would be more desirable, and should be feasible, as demon-
strated by researches in rigid object tracking [13]. However,
the problem with online learning methods is that the updating
process will also drift without a monitor.

To our best knowledge, little work has been done to ap-
ply online learning methods to tracking articulated object-
s. In [16], a Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD) framework
is built and successfully learns a multi-view face appearance
with large appearance change. And the online learning com-
ponent is monitored by a so-called P-N experts to limit errors
caused by drift. However, when applied to hand tracking, it is
observed that the low performance of the online classifier and
the sub-tracker on articulated objects contributed to the poor
result in our evaluations.

In this paper, based on analysis of the structure of the
framework, a new hybrid base tracker is proposed to improve
the performance of the original one, color cue is integrated
to improve cascade detection and added for online learning.
The extended framework shows high robustness against back-
ground clutter, face distracter and could recover from full oc-
clusion and tracking failures.
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Fig. 1. Work-flow of the hand tracking framework. Tracker*, Detector* and PN Learning* are extended for hand tracking.

2. EXTENDED TLD FOR HAND TRACKING

2.1. Framework of TLD

TLD is a new proposed framework designed for long-term
tracking of unknown objects in consecutive frames [17]. The
TLD framework combines tracking, online learning and de-
tection based on monitoring tracking errors. Its direct target
of online learning is to build an adaptive object appearance
model which is a collection of positive and negative example
patches. But when it is applied to hand tracking, poor result
is observed, as tracker, detector and PN online learning are
not designed to track articulated object like hand. Another
observation is that the original TLD is a single-cue system.
For hand tracking, skin color cue is usually a indispensable
information for tracking robustness. New framework tuned
for hand tracking is illustrated in Fig.1.

2.2. Prerequisites

In original TLD, a hand is represented by a bounding box,
parameterized by its location and scale, manually initialed
in the first frame. Hand appearance model is a structure
consists of a collection of positive and negative patches,
which grows as new patches coming into the model, M =
{p+1 , p

+
2 , ..., p

+
m, p

−
1 , p

−
2 , ..., p

−
n .}, in an order of the time they

are added in. In the realization of this hand model, we limit
the maximum number of patches to a threshold. If the number
of positive or negative patches exceeds the threshold, patches
will be randomly removed.

Skin color has been widely studied and proven to be use-
ful in face detection, localization and tracking [18]. It has
been integrated in TLD for hand is a region consists of skin
color pixels while multi-cue can gain more robustness as ex-
plored in our previous work [19]. As described in [18], skin
color distribution can be modeled by an elliptical Gaussian

joint probability density function (pdf ), defined as:

p(c|skin) = 1

2π|
∑
s |1/2

· e− 1
2 (c−µs)

T ∑−1
s (c−µs) (1)

here, c is a color vector, µs and
∑
s are the distribution pa-

rameters, estimated from training data:

µs =
1

n

n∑
j=1

cj

∑
s

=
1

n− 1

∑
j=1

n(cj − µs)(cj − µs)T
(2)

2.3. Hybrid Base Tracker

Original tracker in TLD is based on KLT optical flow tracking
[20], which is good for texture objects but not for articulated
ones. The Flock-of-Features tracker was originally proposed
for tracking articulated object, and has shown superior per-
formance on hand tracking over CAMShift [21]. The major
power of FoF tracker lies in that the feature points tracked are
constrained by a ”Flock Rule”, which states that the points pi
in the flock F = {{pi}

Nf

i=1} should satisfy:

MINDist < |pi − pj |,∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nf}, and
MAXDist > |pi −m|,∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nf}.
m = median(F) or centroid(F).

(3)

where |pi − pj | is the distance between pi and pj . The
MINDist and MAXDist are parameters the flock holds, which
constrain the points in the flock so that they can cover a cer-
tain area without being too converged or too scattered. This
”Flock Rule” is quite useful for tracking articulated objects
since each of its articulated parts can be covered by some
feature points, so it is applied in our hybrid tracker.
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Algorithm 1 The modified Flocks-of-Features tracker
1: INPUT: Last bounding boxBpre, search windowW , last

feature points Fpre, confidence map M
2: OUTPUT: New bounding box Bnew (may be empty)
3: BEGIN:
4: {Ftracked,Flost} ← KLT(Fpre, Bpre, I)
5: Flost ← getSkinPoints(M,W)

6: Sp =
∑Nf

i=1 M(Fpre(i))×Fpre(i)
7: for i = 1→ Nf do
8: ”Center”: ci =

Sp−Fpre(i)
Nf−1

9: ”Positive Driving”: dp = ci −Fpre(i)
10: ”Negative Driving”: dn = 0
11: for j = 1→ Nf do
12: if j 6= i ∧ ||Fpre(i)−Fpre(j)||2 ≤ dmin then
13: dn = dn + d
14: end if
15: end for
16: F(i) = Fpre(i) + α× dp + β × dn
17: end for
18: Estimate shift and scale change, Bnew ← {Bpre,F}
19: END

To integrate skin color cue into the base tracker, color
points are added to the feature flock by initially sampling
from the palm region and then tracked. LK feature points are
tracked on grey image by KLT, and color points are tracked on
the skin color map. Formula (3) constrains the tracked points.
Points lost during tracking are replaced by sampling at prop-
er regions. The whole process is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
It can be observed that skin color cue is applied to force the
flocks moving to area in which skin color points crowded.

Time complexity of pyramid optical flow isO(I+F×L×
K ×W ), where I is the number of pixels in an image, W is
number of pixels in a search window, L is level of pyramid, F
is the number of features used and K is iteration time of every
level. Therefore, time complexity of hybrid tracker is:

Ttracker = O(I + F × L×K ×W + F × F ). (4)
which is a liner function of size of image I and quadratic
function of feature points, so it can be realized in real-time.

2.4. Cascade Detector

The original TLD uses variance filter as the first stage of the
classifier cascade, suitable for tracking textured objects, but
not working well for tracking hand. Skin color cue is applied
as first stage in our method. A cost function that measures
how well a hand candidate matches the model is defined as:

φ(pi) ∼ − ln p(pi|µs,
∑
s

) (5)

Ferns classifier is the second stage in detection, adopted for
its high speed, accuracy and possibility of incremental up-
date. At last, a patch is classified as positive only if it is sim-
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Fig. 2. PN learning initials the classifier with labeled exam-
ples from first frame and then iterates in following frames.

ilar enough to the existing patches in online model using NN
classifier. The procession of Detection can be described as:

Candidate Patches P = {p1, p2, p3, ..., , pn}.
⇒ P1 = {pi|pi ∈ P ∧ Skin{pi}}.
⇒ P2 = {pi|pi ∈ P1 ∧ Fern{pi}}.
⇒ P3 = {pi|pi ∈ P2 ∧NN{pi}}.

⇒ Bdetector =

∑N
1 pi ∗ wi
N

, pi ∈ P3.

(6)

Bdetector is result by detector, and wi is assigned in [0,1] ac-
cording to the distance between pi and Bpre.

2.5. Online Learning with Skin Color

In the original P-N Learning [22], only temporal and spatial
constraints are used to correct the labeling of the patches. P-
expert requires the patches that are close to the trajectory be
labeled positive based on temporal constraints. On the other
hand, N-expert requires the patches surrounding the current
object be labeled negative based on spatial constraints. But
this will surely decrease the learning efficiency in hand track-
ing context. Therefore, skin color constraints is integrated
into this module as in Fig.2. This constraint is based on the
assumption that patch labeled positive should contain color
pixels in a proportion. The patches labeled as positive with
less than a threshold skin color pixels are labeled back to neg-
ative patches, which decreases the false alarm.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Experiment Settings
The proposed algorithm is trained with about 1000 frames and
tested on 6 real-scene sequences with in total more than 5000
frames as described in Table 1, whose resolution is 640 ×
480 pixels. There is no overlap between training data and
testing data. Our method is reimplemented in Matlab 2010b
on Windows xp professional with speed of about 10 fps, while
original TLD runs at about 15 fps.
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Table 1. Comparison on tracking performance, bold fonts indicate the best performance.
Dataset sequences Seq1 Seq2 Seq3 Seq4 Seq5 Seq6

Characteristic face distraction large motion background clutter occlusion out-of-view motion 3D changing postures
Num. of Testing Frames 1006 1360 830 527 540 763

Proposed Recall 91% 92% 90% 89% 91% 92%
Precision 86% 87% 85% 90% 90% 89%

CAMShift Recall 70% 84% 85% 75% 80% 80%
Precision 60% 84% 80% 76% 65% 70%

FoF Recall 80% 80% 84% 80% 86% 82%
Precision 76% 88% 85% 80% 79% 80 %

Original TLD Recall 89% 92% 88% 86% 89% 85%
Precision 81% 88% 85% 87% 90% 87%

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Proposed method dealing with out-of-view problem in
(a) and clutter background in (b).

The performance is evaluated with recall and precision,
whose definition is:

Recall =
Num. of P+

Num. of P+ + Num. of N−

Precision =
Num. of P+

Num. of P+ + Num. of P−

(7)

where P+ are successfully tracked targets (overlap with
ground truth > 60%), P− are wrongly tracked targets, and
N− are tracking failure reports when the hand is in the image.
From the definition, it can be learned that the recall reports
the robustness and continues tracking ability of the testing
method and the precision shows the ability of discriminate
distracter and the target.

3.2. General Performance and Comparison
An overview of the results from different video sequences
is shown in Table 1. It can be observed that, the proposed
method is more robust than the original TLD, which is the
effect of the base hybrid tracker. In sequence 1, face distrac-
tion is an unsolved problem of CAMShift for it’s based on
the color information, which is easy be distracted by face. In
sequence 3, the distracter is clutter background, with color
cue integrated, the CAMShift and FoF also show robustness
in tracking hand. Another great improvement is in out-of-
view sequence. With online learning component, the out-of-

Fig. 4. Comparison of methods about pixels errors against
manually labeled ground truth of 300 frames in Sequence 3.

view and occlusion problems can be tackled, which is near-
ly impossible for CAMShift or FoF. From Fig.3, it can be
observed that the out-of-view problem can be well tackled,
which is quite difficult for other methods. And hand can be
well tracked under clutter background.

Additionally, our method is compared with other state-of-
arts about the pixels errors against ground truth of 300 frames
selected from testing sequence 3. Sequence 3 includes face
distraction along with background clutter, which is a good
testbench for all methods. The pixel error between the center
of each tracked bounding box and the ground truth as a func-
tion of frame number is plotted in Fig.4. It can be seen that
our method achieved the longest stable tracking result.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel multi-cue hand tracking algorith-
m based on an online learning framework called Tracking-
Learning-Detection. Main extensions are: firstly, Flock of
Features tracker is combined with Median Flow tracker to
build a hybrid base tracker for the framework to work more
effectively in hand tracking context; secondly, skin color cue
is integrated into the framework and increased its robustness
against textured background; thirdly, skin color is integrat-
ed in PN learning to decrease the false alarm. Extensive
experiments show the robustness of our method compared
with state-of-art methods. However the main limitation is the
speed, which needs to be improved.
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